Promo #1

“Our Best Seller & Favorite Combo”

The "Perfect" Package- 1 Perfect Derma Peel &
1 Photo Rejuvenation (IPL) “30 days to amazing skin!”
Purchase 1 Perfect Derma Peel with Derma Booster (Chest or
Hands included in Peel) and 1 Photo Rejuvenation (IPL)
Treatment (Face/Neck Only) for $675.00. "Savings Valued at
$150.00”. *Items must be prepaid to receive package price.
*Additional options- Add Chest or Hands to IPL $250.00 per
area or change laser to Pixel Resurfacing $250.00. Treatment
times will vary, so please book accordingly.
*See below for more details on the IPL/Pixel treatments.
For best results treatments need to be completed within
30 days or results may vary. Offer expires: 4/30/21.
Package must be completed within 3 months of purchase.

*Photos compliments of The Perfect Derma Peel manufacturer.

Promo #2
Photo Rejuvenation (IPL)
As the baby boomer generation continues to age, the popularity of
aesthetic procedures that aim to turn back the clock continues to
skyrocket. Brown spots, broken capillaries and other fallout from
photo aging are easy targets for laser systems that use broadband
light to repair these defects through a process called photo
rejuvenation. Additionally, facial wrinkles can now be treated nonablatively, contributing to a more youthful appearance. Using
relatively low-energy, short-pulse broadband light, imperfections
such as erythema of rosacea, superficial telangiectasia, dyschromia,
age spots and other discolored signs of photo aging can be gently
heated and eliminated, replaced by newer, younger looking skin.

Purchase 1 Photo Rejuvenation (IPL) treatment and
receive second one 1/2 off for $675.00.
"Savings Valued at $225.00"- Items must be prepaid to
receive package price. *Added Bonus: Add the Chest or
Hands on for an additional $250.00 per area, per session.
Offer expires: 4/29/21.
Package must be completed within 3 months of purchase.

Promo #3
Pixel Skin Resurfacing (Fractional Laser)
For aged skin, laser skin resurfacing treatments can remove years
of damage in as little as one quick treatment. Patients who present
acne scars, fine lines & wrinkles, irregular texture and even suninduced “blotchiness” or redness can benefit from laser skin
resurfacing. Pixel Perfect™ is one of the revolutionary skin
treatments from Alma Lasers that offers you the chance to look
younger, healthier and let your inner radiance free. The laser
treatment can clear years of sun damage such as age spots, fine
lines and wrinkles. Pixel Perfect can also shrink the appearance of
pores and smooth out acne scars, giving you the soft and flawless
skin of years gone by. In other words, Pixel Perfect™ can help
transform blotchy, spotted and pockmarked skin into the radiant
glow of one’s youth. Ask us how the Pixel is right for you!
Purchase 1 Pixel treatment for $600.00. "Savings valued at
$200.00". Offer expires: 4/29/21.

Our newsletter has gone paperless, so look for our monthly
specials in your inbox each month and save!
Save 10% off on these items until January 31, 2021. There is a
2-item limit per product and applies to current stock only. No
out of stock products can be honored or credited.

